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1 INTRODUCTION
The Company / Business Model
Comint Recycling GmbH headquartered in Klagenfurt/Austria has the aim to build and operate
locations throughout Europe and beyond for its innovative recycling of car tires followed by a
Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) plastic processing.
All sites are managed as economically independent companies in the form of a GmbH or GmbH & Co
KG. The aim of this business plan is to present the business idea, the business model, the technology
and all the present economic and related aspects of the respective location. In this business plan, the
location of Bleiburg/Austria will be presented.
The recycling of tires remains still at a very low technological standard for decades. The focus of the
“current common recycling methods” is summarized below:
•

Export of the no longer usable tires in industrialized countries into countries where a timelimited reuse is still possible. After this reuse, the tires are stored mostly unqualified and
will not be recycled.

•

Shredding of the tires and production of secondary products in their origin composition
as mats, insulation, shoes, children's playground equipment, etc.

•

Shredding of the tires and thermal recycling as fuel.

In only a very small scale, the tires are divided based on chemical / thermal processes and recycled to
raw materials. Thus, in Europe only about 11 % of the resulting automobile tires will ever be
subjected to a recycling process.
Comint Recycling GmbH is the owner of an internationally protected patent, in which car tires will be
mechanically crushed and then broken down by with innovative mechanical / thermal processes into
their raw material components. The rubber granulate is then blended with recycled PE/PP recycled
plastics and composed into a new – high-quality raw material. These products are made available for
the rubber and plastics processing industry as a high quality and equal raw material.
Comint Recycling GmbH is pursuing the goal to retain this know-how and related skills and, as a first
step, to build and operate economically sites throughout Europe for the innovative recycling and the
followed reprocessing of raw materials for the rubber and plastics processing industry.
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Technology
The necessary technology, in this context was invented by RTI Cryogenics Inc. Canada, tested and
developed in years of intensive work to an industrial standard. Key personnel from RTI Cryogenics
Inc. Canada is contracted to provide technical consultancy service for the design and implementation
of the Bleiburg plant.

Product Off-Take
A leading company in the field of petrochemical industry has been contractually bound with respect
to a long-term product off-take on the basis of a 10 years guaranteed fixed indexed price product offtake contract.

Unique Selling Proposition
Compared to traditional methods of car tire recycling Comint and its partners apply an industrial
process where used car tires are not only shredded mechanically, but will be treated in a
chemical/thermal process with subsequent blending with recycled plastics and thus produce a highquality raw material for the rubber- and plastics industry.
This material lowers production costs in this industry by a 20 to 30 % value and fulfils all quality
specifications in wide range of applications.
In both recycling and composition processes, individual recipes are applied as specified by the
customer/producer. The final product from the recycling and reprocessing process then corresponds
exactly to the quality and characteristics specified by the customer, and can be integrated seamlessly
into their existing production processes.
With our fully tested and certified industrial recycling process we are able to fulfil a wide range of
technical specification including different recipes in order to apply for a wide range of possible endproducts, coloring and different, individual material characteristics.
The products produced by Comint Recycling GmbH are not specialized or limited to a specific
industry sector and can be used in almost all rubber-, and plastics processing industries.
The technology applied by Comint Recycling GmbH is environmentally friendly in production and
unique in the application. There are currently no relevant market competitors. The produced raw
materials lowers the cost of production of plastic-rubber products and combined products up to 30 %
and conserves natural resources in the commodities sector. The demand for high quality recycled
materials in the rubber and plastics industry is high and will increase given the scarcity of primary
commodities in the coming years.
The recycling and production process itself is a zero-pollution process!
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Business Goals
The aim of Comint Recycling GmbH is in a first step, to build factories for its innovative recycling and
followed processing of TPE-pellets in strategically important locations in Europe and beyond and to
operate them under the strategic guidance of the company holding.
The beginning is made with the development of the facility in Bleiburg/Austria.
During the next five years, a total of 4-5 factories of the same design and function are to be planned,
built and operated.
As part of the establishment of the first recycling factories supply contracts with suppliers of scrap
tires and guaranteed- long-term purchase contracts for the final products have been completed. In
the course of construction of additional factories, it is the goal, to achieve a dominant position as a
company in the field of innovative recycling of car tires in Europe and deliver the final products in a
large scale to a wide range of industrial applications.
Thereafter it is planned to implement this business plan within 10 years in other regions outside
Europe.

2 COMPANY STRUCTURE
Company Structure
Die following graphic summarizes the proposed Company Structure for the companies in Austria and
Slovenia. For the future a company holding / Comint Group is envisaged.

Graphic 1 – Comint Company Structure
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Comint Recycling Technology GmbH
Comint Recycling Technology GmbH, headquartered in Klagenfurt, Austria, is responsible for the
operational management of the individual production lines at the site.
The companies at the locations (Production Plant 01 to 03) are 100% owned by Comint Recycling
Technology GmbH in Austria. In these companies, the used tires - together with other recycled raw
Materials - are processed into a high-quality recycled raw material. The respective companies are
economically independent companies and manage the corresponding production rail.

3 PROJECT HISTORY
The purpose of this section is to explain the project history of the current Tire Recycling Project. By
doing this, we would like to raise attention to the long lasting and professionally followed effort in
order to prepare and realize the current project.
Tire Recycling first attracted Mr. Walter Meisterl’s attention approx. four year ago; Mr. Meisterl has
been on business trip in Bahrain. Mr. Meisterl was showed millions of used tires which had been
deposited in the desert of Bahrain. By taking some inquiry on this he soon found out that tire
recycling could be of economic and environmental interest of the highest degree. He also soon found
out that did not exist any industrial way of useful recycling. Most of the tires worldwide are simply
deposited or burned.
During early last years, Mr. Meisterl had discovered a new technology in Canada. This was the time
when Mr. Meisterl, came to know Mr. Anderson; He took intensive inquire on the process of
blending rubber granulate from used tires with recycled plastics.
The core process was invented by Mr. Jim Anderson, CEO of RTI Cryogenics, Inc. Cambridge, Canada.
Two personal meetings followed – one of which where Mr. Anderson visited Comint Group of
Companies in Austria, presenting the technology, the process and the results from various industrial
field tests. In a second step – Walter Meisterl visited RTI Cryogenics in Canada. During the visit they
had been able to meet cooperate partners of RTI and could inspect the production process.
During this journey, the license agreements, the equipment purchasing agreement and the productoff take-agreement had been negotiated and initialed.
After that, all local project management activities had been intensified. The more than 2 years lasting
negotiations with the Austrian site owner had been finished as well as the purchasing activities of the
site area in Austria. All preparations for the governmental approvals had been finished; planning of
civil engineering had begun. Mr. Meisterl also have finished the securing of raw-material supply and
logistics.
After almost three and a half years – intensive prearrangements have been finished in order to get
the project started.
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4 LOCATION BLEIBURG/ AUSTRIA
The site for the first plant of recycling and production lines on innovative tire recycling was
strategically chosen to be Bleiburg/Austria, in the south of Austria.

Graphic 2 – Plant Bleiburg Location

Carinthia is the southernmost state of Austria. From its site in Bleiburg it is only about 180 km to the
port of Trieste (Italy). Klagenfurt lies on the axis Vienna - Milan to Munich is about 350 km.
The site is close to the Klagenfurt airport with direct connection to nearly all major destinations in
Europe and connecting international destinations and a railway hub.
The Plant location is in the middle of an area for industrial operations / business with all utilities and
facilities needed. Via a highway Klagenfurt from the airport can be reached after a drive of 15 km.
The industrial business area with the commercial property is located in the industrial area east,
bordering in the south directly on the federal highway B70. The property has good access to the road
network (immediately adjacent to the B70 and highway ‘Südautobahn’ in about 1,000 meters away).
Due to the surrounding industrial and industrial enterprises, this building complex with storage and
production areas is in a good, easily accessible location for production companies.
The property has two driveways (both from the westbound industrial road East). In the immediate
vicinity are some commercial and industrial properties, a former agriculture (these buildings are
currently also used commercially) and some residential buildings on the south side of the B70. The
area bordering the east between the B70 and the southern motorway is already open by roads and
populated by some commercial enterprises.
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The following figure shows a rough plan of the factory site. Please note that the presented plant view
is a rough study for illustrative purposes only.

Graphic 3 – Plant Bleiburg – Infrastructure

Explanation
•

The plant consists of 4 production facilities for the TPE-production, supply- and delivery areas for
plastics and worn out car tires and the TPE end product and the necessary infrastructure;

•

In addition there will be sufficient storage space for plastics and worn out car tires;
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•

In addition, an office building, social building, workshop & Lab, employee parking,
and provided sufficient space for manipulation of trucks, forklifts and wheel loaders;

•
•

A dedicated air-liquefier will be built to produce liquid nitrogen (N2) for cooling processes;
The area is fenced and landscaped;

•

The factory plot plan identifies a total area of about 120,000 m².

5 TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION
Recycling and TPE-Plastics Processing
The two primary production lines are the processing of rubber granulates from recycled car tires and
the blending with recycled plastic materials (Polyethylene (PE) / Polypropylene (PP)) to form a joint
for the end user customized, high-quality raw material for the plastics industry, i.e., Thermoplastic
Elastomer (TPE).
The process is divided into two steps.

Processing Step 1 - Mechanical crushing and processing of car tires
In a first step, the used tires are broken into granules in a purely mechanical process. During this
process the contained, high-quality steel and tissue are separated out and cleaned.

Graphic 4 – Processing Step 1 - Mechanical crushing and processing of car tires
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Processing Step 2 - Mechanical-thermal Treatment of the Components
In the following figure, the chemical and thermal processing is summarized. It is essentially a matter
that the rubber granules from step 1 together with recycled material from the plastics industry in a
patented process is mixed, blended and processed into a high-quality recycled raw material with
improved properties and specialized characteristics.

Graphic 5 – Processing Step 2 - Mechanical-thermal treatments of components

A remarkable feature of this process is that the final TPE product is fully customizable to the needs of
the end users/customers and therefore inerrable seamless into their local processing.

6 FACTS & VOLUME
The below mentioned facts and volume numbers are based upon the establishment and operation of
the production lines of TPE-Plastics and Tire recycling.
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Production Input
•

15,600 t of used car tires are being recycled per TPE production line. This leads to a yearly
requirement of 62,400 tons of used car tires, or approx. 9.4 million car tires per year;

•

37,350 t of recycled PE/PP plastics will be blended in one TPE production line per year.
This leads to a total volume of approx. 149,400 t of recycled plastics per year;

•

62,400 t of liquid nitrogen is used for the tire preparation process for four TPE
production lines per year.

Production Output
•

As a result, approx. 200,000 t of high-quality TPE-plastic material in pellet form is
being produced and sold to the end user each year;

•

As a by-product, 9,400 t of high-quality steel, being separated from the car tires will be
sold on the commodity market;

•

In addition 3,000 t of high quality recycling fiber are being sold.

Working Power
•

When production starts at all four (4) TPE production lines, approx. 150 employees work
together in order to operate and administrate the factory site in Bleiburg, Carinthia, Austria.

7 MARKETING
Strategic Goals & Market Entry
The Long-term goal of Comint Group of Companies is gradually building recycling factories in Europe
and beyond.
As there actually do not exist marketing competitors, our aim is to establish 4 to 5 production sites
within 2 to 4 years and sell the produced TPE-rubber/plastics raw material do selected, long-term
customers through long-term, minimum-price-based, guaranteed 10 years product off-take
contracts.
The first plants in Bleiburg and Wildon will have each one 4 production lines and Kopper 6 production
lines. Another plant in Germany is planned to be built with 6 lines.
In regard to the world wide discussion about the “plastic waste”, the planned plants are important as
for the production of the TPE, exactly this “plastic waste” will be used and therefore it helps to
reduce this problem.
After reaching a critical market position, the aim is to offer the products free on the market and thus
take a strong and leading market position and market leader. It will then be possible to enter jointTRP-BBG Executive Summary – Rev.06
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venture contracts with customers in order to include the production of high-tech rubber/plastics
products within the company.

Time Schedule
All necessary permits and approvals for the construction of the facility were checked in advance and
will be approved according to current knowledge.
Although there are used recycling raw materials exclusively, the waste-treatment-law is not being
applied to the production process and there is no need for any environmental analysis.
The production lines are already planned and can be ordered and built ready for production within
four to five months.
Project start will be January 2019 and the expected production start will be spring 2020.
Please see also attachment “time schedule”

Project Status Quo
Product Off-take Agreement
A leading company in the field of rubber- and plastics production located in Canada and USA has
been taken under contract and has committed to purchase the complete production out of the plant
based on a 10-years, guaranteed fixed and indexed price for long-term relationship.

European Sponsorship
Depending on specific requirements we can obtain up to 25 % of European Sponsorship with respect
to investment costs. This public funding has not yet been included into the financial calculation but
can be taken into account when calculating profit and loss.

8 MANAGEMENT
Mr. Walter Meisterl
Mr. Walter Meisterl has experience over 30 years in international commodity trade, and has
extensive market knowledge. His company Comint Recycling GmbH is trading mainly in metals, ores
and other globally traded commodities.
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Mr. Meisterl is also the founder of the COMINT RECYCLING TECHNOLOGY GmbH and has extensive
experience in project implementation and corporate financing, corporate and foundation leadership
and intervenes in this regard due to a large network.

Mag. Hartwig Allmaier
Mag. Hartwig Allmaier graduated at the University of Graz as a Master of Business Economist and has
got his experience in the Comint Group.
Mag. Allmaier is the Managing Director of Comint Recycling Technology GmbH.

DI Helmut Eppich
Dipl. Ing. Helmut Eppich graduated at the University of Leoben as a Mountain Mining Engineer and
has got his experience as a project manager and business leader in industrial large-scale projects all
over the world. Dipl. Ing. Eppich is the Technical Director of Comint Recycling Technology GmbH

Investment Costs for Infrastructure & Civil Engineering
Attached documents (Total Investment Summary Bleiburg, Investment Costs Plastics Processing,
Liquidity Plan, Consolidated Profit and Loss Calculation Bleiburg) show the investment plans for the
sites and production factories for the four production lines in Austria.

Investment Costs for TPE-Plastics Processing - Systems Engineering & Production
Attached documents show the investment costs for the necessary equipment and production
technology of plastics processing for the factory site in Austria.
Reference: The statements made here are based on offers of the company RTI cryogenics, Inc., and
further - on the construction of these factories specialized equipment manufacturers. In the course
of project implementation as part of a tendering process for each part of at least three independent
offers will be requested in order to ensure the best price / performance ratio in terms of factory
parts.
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9 SUMMARY
The initiators of the Comint Group of Companies confirm that all facts, calculations and assumptions
have been performed by best knowledge.
Detailed and additional information can be given on demand.
We would like to perform a personal presentation where questions can be answered by personal
discussion.

Austria, Klagenfurt, 1st February 2019

Mr. Walter Meisterl
CEO COMINT

Mag. Hartwig Allmaier
MD COMINT

DI. Helmut Eppich
MD COMINT

Contact Information:
Mr. Walter Meisterl
+43 676 845 245 200
walter.meisterl@comint.at
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10 GLOSSARY
BBG

Stadtgemeinde Bleiburg, Kärnten (Municipality of Bleiburg, Carinthia)

PE

Polyethylene

PP

Polypropylene

TPE

Thermoplastic Elastomer
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ATTACHMENT
Time schedule
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Tire Recycling Plant Bleiburg
Time Schedule

Date: Jan. 2019

Month
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

ACTIVITIES
Approval
Engineering
Site Erection
Installation
Commissioning
Start production

Note: the approval phase started already before the project start
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ATTACHMENT
Financial Summaries & Detail
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